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President John Fitzgerald Kennedy was as- 

sassinated Nov. 22, 1963 in Dallas, Tex, This 

is history. . 

The murder -- the most horrifying the 

‘nited States has. ever known -- as well as 

the string of events which preceded and fol- 

lowed it were the subject of 10 months of 

investigation by the Warren Commission. 

The record is now closed, The official find- 

ings of the commission, chaired by Chief 

Justice Earl Warren and headed by six prom- 

inent public figures, have been reported to the | 

American people. t was in September 1964. 
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————ep, 

At least one American is de- 
manding that the record be 

-Fe-opened and the facts sur- 
* rounding the assassination be 

re-investigated. 
He is Harold Weisberg, a 

former newspaper and maga- 
zine writer, Senate investigator\ 

-and political analyst, who now 
Mves on a small farm in Hyatts- 
town. 

He has written and published 
himself a book he calls «white- 
wash* which charges there are 
more unanswered questions 
about the assassination now than 
there were when the commis- 
sion began its investigation. 

Weisberg claims the com- 
mission trumped up or glossed 
over evidence where necessary 
to prove the theory it adopted 
from the police; that President 
Kennedy was shot by Lee Os- 
wald, that Oswald fired three 
shots from the sixth Moor 
window of the Texas School Book 
Depository Bullding, that Os- 
wald killed Officer J.D. Tip- 
pit in an attempt to escape, 
and~-most important--that Ose - 
wald was working alone, . 

Taking each part of the re- 
port and poinling out inconsis- 
tencies, changes in substance in 
the testimony of various wit- 
hesses, and questions which - 
should have been raised by the 
commission but never were, 
Weisberg raises grave doubts 
about the «conclusive findings® 
of the Warren Commission, 

_ Events took place right here 
in Montgomery County, for in- 

  

‘ance, whici-are*commission 
aver explained, according to , 
Neisberg. This, of course, in- . 

Nolves the autopsy at the Nae | 
tional Naval Medical Center in . 
Bethesda, 

Why, he asks, were the photo- 
graphs and x-rays taken of the 
President's body before and 
during the autopsy never made 
available to the doctors dur- - 
ing their testimony and, indeed, 
never included in the record at 
all? . 

‘Photos Are SOP i 
These photographic records : 

are standard operating pro- 
cedure and are regarded as 
the Best possible evidence for 
deterniining all the necessary 
facts about a wound, 

.| _ 3 is understandabie that they 
should not have been made pub- 
Me as a matter of respect end j 
‘ood taste or 
    

  

But @ny"weré they not used 

to corroborate the testimony 
of the doctors when there was 
reasonable doubt as to the lo- 

of the President? 
Was the wound in the Presi. 

dent’s back as an autopsy chart 
sketched by the.doctors Nov, 
22 indicates, or was it in the 
neck as the commission pur- 
ports and an artist’s represen- 
tation of the wound shows? 

The . commission concluded 
three bullets were fired by 
Oswald. One missed the car   

cation of the non-fatal wound |. 

This is a crucial question. |.   and its inhabitents.completely, 

Another caustou tie Yatal wound 
to the President’s brain.- A 
third is supposed to have gone 
through the President's body 
from back to front and then 
struck Governor Connally, 
splintering his rib and shat- 
tering his wrist, and. finally 
lodging in his thigh, 

If the bullet entered Ken- 
nedy’s back rather than his 
neck, the entire theory of three 
‘bullets is destroyed. This same 
bullet could not have wounded 
Connally as it did because of| 
the angle of the bullet andthe 
governor’s position in the car 
in relation to Kennedy’s, 

Why, then, depend on sketches 
when photographic evidence is} 
available? Weisberg asks, 

« | Schematic Drawings ~ 
+ Throughout the testimony of 
the autopsy doctors, references 
to the desirability of using the 
pictures keep cropping up. Yet 

: the doctors had the schematic 
drawings made because they 
suspected they would never see 

ithe pictures, according to their 
,_ statements, 

Even without the pictures, 
though, other information which} 

i would place the non-futal wound 
‘in the back rather than the neck 
seems to have been tossed aside 

,by the commission, Weisberg 
believes. . _ 

Secret Service Agent Roy H, 
Kellerman was present at the 
autopsy and refers to the wound 
as “a shoulder wound.” Agent 
Clint Hill, also present during: 
the autopsy, testified the wound 
was “six inches down from the 
neckline on the back just to 
the right of the spina] column,” 

And one of the doctors located 
the bullet holes in the Presi- 
dent's jacket and shirt as «six 
inches below the top of the col- 
lar, and two Inches to the right 
of the middle seam,® : 

  

O 
How could-te-Hhve been a 

peck wound? Tay Ne 
..And of another event which 

:took place in Bethesda, the 
frurning of the original notes 

- (dotted down fn the autopsy roon., 
(Weisberg has other questions,‘ 

Why id Cmdr. James: 
J. Humes, an expert in foren- 
sic medicine (the legal aspects 
of medivine) burn «certain pre- 
liminary -draft notes* relating 
to Kennedy's autopsy? 

These were historical, gov- 
ernment documents, Weisberg 
claims, which Humes had no 
right either to take to his home 

:0Y destroy. And why, he goes 
on, did the commission not 
Question this? 

Why, too, did the autopsy re- 
port on the President take two 
days to prepare?And why were 

ere.s0 many versions? =~ 
Content Changed 

One of the most striking 
things Weisberg points out is 

’ the change from the second ver~ 
* sion of the autopsy prepared by 
Humes to the final version. 
Editorial changes were not for 
clarification, Weisberg 
charges, but were changes of! - 
content which once again affect’ - 
the three-bullet theory. 

One alteration, for instance, 
“allowed placing the source of 

  
- the shots at 2 more ‘upper’. 

floor than the original” andi 
backs up the commission’s| © 
theory, Weisberg states. 

He goes on to show how the 
word «puncture*--which by de. 
finition suggests a point of en- 
try where something is 
plerced-4js eliminated al-| 

“jtogether from the final ver- 
sion of the 

_ Doctors at Parkland Hospital 
in Dallas originally concluded 
that the wound in the front of 
Kennedy’s neck was a point of 
entrance for the bullet, ‘Once 
they had performed the trache- 

stomy in an effort to save the. 
resident’s life, this‘no longer 

could be determined, . 
If a bullet did'enter Kennedy's’ 

A ey 

{neck from the front, it could 
not have been fired from the 
Texas School Book Deposi 
‘Building. pe sory, 

it could, however, have been 
fired from.: another djrection 
where Weisberg elainfs people. 
reported seeing «puffs’ of 
smoke* and the   chief of po-i  “r, 85% lice initially .sent his “tnea to ake investigate, gee 

  

  



  

  

        

5 | elt does rot say that. of 
-, Fecelved his—txto=mation about | - [three shots, ong Bat aot the 

struck the 
it intend 

“the front neck Wound from pr, . * Maleolm 

iwritten dragt, 
“tword = epunctures 

stricken, 

‘formed the 

| making a false Passage’, 

Dr. Humes acknowledged he 

Perry of Parkland - Hospital, 
: “Doctor Perry's description “of the anterior neck wound,* states” Weisberg, Sthat very critical question of exit or en. trance, was Gescribed as a | ‘Puncture wound’ in the hand. 

«Written 

‘Puncture’ Stricken 
*The posterior wound, which 

entrance, 
the word 
the same 

was described with 
‘puncture,’ meaning 
thing, in the hand. 

from which the! 
was then 

“Is it Possible,” asks Wels. berg; *the autopsy surgeons. had doubts?” 
‘ One thing is certain, he points out. During the evening of Nov, 22 at Bethesda Naval Hospital, the three surgeons who per. 

historic autopsy. never #traced* the course ofthe, non-fatal bullet trom the back, }Or neck to the front of the neck, , as the report claims, | “The path of this bullet was; not followed,” Weisberg states, : «It was projected, Humes testi. | fied, «Attempts to Probe in the! vicinity of this wound were un- Successful without fear of: 

And Secret Service Agent Kellerman testified one of the doctors, Lt. Col. Pierre A 
“inck told him while he was   

‘that there was no lane of out. 

{* (The FBI report, in fact, 

*Pprobing inside the shoulder® 

let for the oullet, 
Weisberg discovered a once- secret report of the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation after he had concluded his book, It is added as a Postscript. 

is a tissue so thin and a pol- emic So undisguised that it would demean the labors ofa hick police force investigating the Purloining of a desiccated flounder,” comments Welsberg, “It is a neat, clean, color. ful and optically attractive ren- dition of such tenuous content! & self-respecting under. 

    graduate lawyer would hesitate, to take it to an uncorrupted 
court”, 

) “Three Shots 
Stating three shots Fang out,! 
© report continues; “Twobul., 

lets struck President Kennedy,     
  

"*. [and one woundes-Gevernor Con.’ natty,» 

the commission said was of 

President also 
governor, nor does 

fisted. assassin.* 
" The FBI report goes 
‘Medical 

ad on: t 

@xamination. of the President's body revealed that one of the bullets had entered Just below his shoulder to the right of the spina! column at an angle 
downward, that 

not in the body.» 

of 45 to 60 degrees 
there -was 

exit, and that the 

Weisberg has an explanation - for this, too, involving a bullet : found . at Parkland Hospital | 

stretchers, according to testi. | mony. An undeformed Missile the commission concluded it! was the one which Caused Ken. Redy’s non-fatal injuries and Connally’s three wounds. it worked its Way out of Connally’s thigh by itself, the report found, \ “There is but a Single pos-|- sible Meaning: This bullet hit I the President and penetrated his - body go slightly that it feli out ! and was found at the hospital,» , Weisberg analyzes, . ' .. Asks Question - 
*Is there any other Way in which {t neither went thr ough ' his body nor remained in it?” he asks, «And is there any other explanation of the inability of the autopsy surgeons to probe this wound? How could they ex.! Plore a passage that did not exist?# 

If this, indeed, {s the Case, it destroys the entire Warren , Commission report, since one or more other bullets would have had to have inflicted Ken. 

Connally’s three wounds, But Weisberg claims the Commission, fn “lemming~ 
report, lt proves that certain acts which tt states without equivocation dia happen ‘Could : not have happened according to ; the Commission’, own re-: Constructions, 

‘ The reconstruction of Os-: wald’s walk, for instance’ from tthe rooming-house to the Place where Tippit was killed would have had him arriving five min.   89 Wefehar 

t 

j 

| 

like fashion, destroys its own 

t ippit dead: or 
fo Wale Plt lay ad! Or, 

‘The says, and’ in fact, when ine 

And the reconstruction of the| firing of the ree"shots was; Rot an authentic Feproduction! . of the situation, Weisberg main. Ss. Even so, most experts were not able to duplicate the firing of the shots- ¢o, fast and ‘with such accuracy, 
Yet. the. Commision eon. Cludes that Oswald had the ca. 

do this, despite the ‘fact there was DO proof he had 
extensively and despite the fact that the Marine Corps report 

no better than a *tairly good Shot” even when he had been} { Practicing Consistently, 
Weisberg raises ¢ serious Question about a possible con- Rection between Oswald and Tippit when he brings up testi. mony by Oswald's landlady that tween the .time Oswald. arrived home and left 

@ police car stopped in front of the house and honked the horn Several times before 
, Log Is Checked ” 

“Examination of the police radio logs clearly reveal one Police car was assigned to that area--No, 10, Tippit’s,” Weis. berg states, The commission report reveals no evidence was found to show a police car in|. the area, .— : Accor to Weisberg, Tippit failed to Tespond to a request for his location from the dispatcher, issued at about 1 
pm, 

“Why he should have failed to answer the call from the dispatcher, which just happened to be about the time the only Police car in the area, his, was ;Feported outside the rooming. house, is, of course, a mys- tery,” concludes Weisberg, 
The author makes it abund. antly clear throughout the book that he is not trying to defend Oswald. He does not, in fact, deny Oswald's connections with the assassination,. 

Oswald’s -guilt has not been 

question of a doubt.* and that, of course, fs the American sys. tem of justice: a man is inno. cent until proven guilty beyond that reasonable question of a doubt, 
. All the Warren Commission investigation did, Weisberg ac. Cuses, is validate the findings 

of other police agencies, 
There was no attempt -to go beyond other previous reports, |' 

    
formation did not fibe with the   

  

showed he was! . 

What he does claim 4g that!’ 
Proved “beyond a reasonable} : - 

Commission's adontad. thane. l._.:.3 
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*Senicus—Coaflict’ 
* He blames part of the problem 

on the fact that the actual in- 
by EB a were carried out 

y FBI and Secret Service| 
agents, Since these same agen- 
cies had been involved in efforts 
to protect the President andhad 
carried out their oup investi. 
gations, there was a serious 

' leonflict, Weisherg points out: 
Their bréad and butter came | 
from these agencies, not from 
‘the commission, 

. I. Besides this handicap, there 
‘was the necessity of the staff 
Going the lion’s share of the 
work. *Only a very small per- 
centage of the hearings was at- 
tended by any members,” Weis-~ 
berg contends. *Most hearings. 
had no members present,” \ 

Yet the report was issued in 
the names of the noted men on 
the commission and the Ameri-. 
can people digested its con- 
clusions, Kéeping in mind their 
jstamp of approval and probably 

believing these seven men had 
conducted the investigations, 

European View : 

Weisberg is not the first to 
question the eminent commis-' 
sion, 
i The European press has 
hever bought the commission's 
conclusions that Oswald--a 
crazed killer with Marxist lean- 
ings trying to carve a niche for 
himself in the annals of his- 
tory --kjlled “Kemmeay on his} 
own, without help from others, 

Perhaps because Europeans 
have witnessed more assassie 
nations than Americans, they   ‘have consistently mocked the 

  
“\naivete of citizens here for: 

‘Jumping on “ic-—Sancwagon and, 
accepting without skepticism; 
the lone killer proposition. 

Others, too, have questioned 
the findings of the commission, 
including Thomas G, Buchanan 
in his «who Killed Kennedy?* 
and ‘Inquest® by Edward Jay 
Epstein, another new book just 
available on the stands. : 

All these men cast serious 
and legitimate doubts on the 
workings and conclusions of | 

-!the commission, The record. 
may indeed be closed but it. 
may be reopened some day,   perhaps sooner than some think, ' 
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Weisberg Refutes Commission: 
Harold Weisberg, author of ‘“‘Whitewash,’’ i 
his book, which takes issue with the conclentone rewcned n 
the Warren Commissi fhe ssion report.Sentinel Photo by Joyce Dop- 
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Certification of Burning 

   

  

    

is the certification which is part of the testimony pre- 

sented to the Commission. There ig no indication of why the 

draft notes were bumed. a? 
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-- Editing of Autopsy Report OG 
° This is the preliminary version of the au- | included the elimination of the word “pone: 

. topsy report prepared by Dr. J. J. Humes Rf __tere”” from the final version. . = 
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occa _ Neck or Back? 
on . 

At left are an artist's repre- 
sentations of the President's 
Ron-fatal wound, done jast 
Prior to the time the doctors 
testified before the commis- 

‘sion, showing the wound in the 
meck.. Compare this with the 
autopsy chart done immediately 
following the autopsy, below, 
indicating the wound in the. 

"= back, not the neck. 
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